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Nuclear pore complexes (NPC) form nuclear pores that cross the nuclear envelope and allow mole-
cules to transport between the nucleus and the cytoplasm. We solved the crystal structure of human
Nup43 (hNUP43), an important component in the Nup107 subcomplex of NPC. hNup43 adopts a
seven-bladed b-propeller fold. We confirmed by ITC that neither human Nup37 (hNup37) nor human
Nup133 (hNup133) interacts with hNup43. We demonstrated by analytical gel filtration that the
human Nup85-Seh1L binary complex recruits hNup43 to form a ternary complex. Based on amino
acid sequence analysis, we predicted the hNup85-hSeh1L binding surface of hNup43.
� 2015 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In eukaryotic cells, the nuclear envelope separates the nucleus
from the cytoplasm and controls traffic between both, such as
the transport of mRNAs and ribosomal proteins [1,2]. During cell
mitosis, the nuclear envelope disassembles completely, and
reassembles step by step at the end of mitosis. The nuclear pore
complex (NPC), which is formed by several sub complexes, is
embedded into the nuclear envelope [3–5]. The components of
the mammalian NPC were identified and proteomically analyzed
in 2002 [3].

One of the most studied Nup subcomplex is the Nup107 sub-
complex. The Nup107 subcomplex not only facilitates the reassem-
bly of the nuclear envelope following mitosis, but also regulates
eukaryotic gene expression and heterochromatin in epigenetics
[6]. The yeast Nup107 subcomplex consists of Nup85, Nup145C,
Nup84, Nup133, Nup120, Seh1 and Sec13, whereas the human
Nup107 subcomplex contains two additional components: Nup37
and Nup43 [7,8].

In the past few years, the atomic structures of several eukary-
otic Nup107 components have been determined [9], such as
Nup133N-terminal domain [10], the Nup133 C-terminal domain
in complex with Nup107 C-terminal domain [11], the Nup85–
Seh1 complex [12,13], the Sec13–Nup145C heterodimer [14], the
Sec13–Nup145C–Nup84 heterotrimer [15,16], Nup120 N-
terminal domain [17,18], Nup37–Nup120 [19], the Nup145C–
Nup120-central triskelion [20], and the intact complex only lacking
Nup133 [9]. Recently, the low-resolution structure of the human
Nup107 subcomplex within the NPC scaffold was also determined
by Cryo-electron microscopy (Cryo-EM) [21]. The Nup107 subcom-
plex adopts the Y-shape, which is evolutionarily conserved as visu-
alized by negative stain EM and Nup43 is a unique component in
higher eukaryotes [21–23]. Overall Nup107 subcomplex is
arranged in NPC in two sixteen-membered double rings at the
cytoplasmic and nuclear side of the nuclear envelope in a horizon-
tal orientation [9,21]. However, lack of high-resolution structural
information for remaining components still hampers elucidation
of Nup107 molecular function. Nup43, a WD40 containing protein,
is conserved in higher eukaryotes, but absent in the yeast Nup107
subcomplex. Our exploration of hNup43 structure will help to
explain aspects of nuclear pore biology unique to higher
eukaryotes.
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Here we present the crystal structure of full length hNup43
(human Nup43). As predicted, Nup43 adopts a canonical WD40
fold similar to other members of the family. We also purified full
length human proteins human Nup37 (hNup37) and human
Nup133 (hNup133), and found that neither interacts with hNup43.
In contrast, the human Nup85–Seh1L complex (hNup85–hSeh1L),
which we also purified, did form a ternary complex with hNup43.
Based on amino acid sequence alignment of Nup43 orthologs, we
predicted the hNup85–hSeh1 binding site of hNup43.

2. Results and discussion

In our hands, hNup43 was not soluble in an E. coli expression
system. Thus we cloned hNup43 into a Baculovirus vector and
expressed it in SF9 insect cells. Following purification and crystal-
lization of full length hNup43, we determined its crystal structure
at a resolution of 1.75 Å. Crystallographic statistics are summa-
rized in Table 1. The current crystallographic model omits some
N-terminal and loop-region amino acid residues that were poorly
resolved in the electron density maps and are presumed disordered
in the crystal.

As shown in Fig. 1A and B, hNup43 adopts a canonical b-
propeller fold, consisting of seven WD40 repeats (13–73, 77–116,
134–168, 175–212, 220–257, 264–344, 353–380 plus 5–8) and
each WD40 repeat of Nup43 is composed of four anti-parallel b
strands, resembling other WD40 containing proteins, such as
WDR5, WDR61 and EED [24–26]. (Fig. 1A and B). There are two
molecules of hNup43 in the asymmetric unit and the global RMSD
(Root Mean Square Deviation) between back bones of the two
molecules is only 0.2 Å. Most of residues in the two molecules
are visible. However, residues Met1-Glu3, Phe52-Phe61, Gly123-
Y129, Thr293-Ser328, and Thr333-Asp338 are invisible in both
molecules in the same asymmetric unit. In contrast, Gly50 and
Asp51 are missing in only one molecule and Arg339 is missing in
the other molecule. All of the missing residues lie either in the ter-
minus or in loop regions, and they are invisible presumably due to
the flexibility of these regions. Slight structural deviations come
from flexible loop regions. The only exception comes from
Table 1
Data collection and refinement statistics.

Data hNUP43
(1–380)

Wavelength [Å] 0.9795
Space group P21212
Unit cell a, b, c [Å] 80.74, 161.96,

58.20
Resolution (outer shell) [Å] 47.26–1.75

(1.84–1.75)
Unique observed HKLs 77,846 (11,224)
Completeness [%] 100.0 (100.0)
Redundancy 7.4 (7.4)
Rmerge [%] 7.8 (94.0)
RPIM [%] 3.1 (37.0)
Mean (I/rI) 15.8 (2.2)

Refinement data resolution 45.00–1.75
HKLs used/free (%) 75,293/2490

(3.3%)
Rcryst/Rfree [%] 18.1/21.3

Number of atoms/average B [Å2] (not including
unidentified atoms/ions)

5412/29.1

Protein 5134/28.9
Water 278/33.4

RMSDs bonds [Å]/angles [�] 0.016/1.5
Residues in Ramachandran plota: residues in favored

region/allowed/outlier regions [38] [%]
97.1/2.9/0

PDB code 4I79

a Molprobity 4.1–537. The highest resolution shell is shown in parentheses.
Glu62–Gln66, which include the very beginning of b1D
(Fig. 1A and B). Probably these four residues also have internal flex-
ibility because they immediately follow the invisible loop Phe52–
Phe61 (Fig. 1A and B).

According to the recently published cryo-EM structure of Y-
shape hNup107 subcomplex, hNup43 bind to hNup85 via its bot-
tom surface and is close to hNup37 [21]. To investigate the interac-
tions of hNup43 with other components within the hNup107
subcomplex, we purified full length hNup85–hSeh1L complex,
hNup37 and hNup133 to test if either of them binds to hNup43.
We mixed hNup85–hSeh1L and hNup43 in a molecular ratio of
1:1.5 and purified them via gel filtration on a Superdex 200
(Fig. 2A). As shown in Fig. 2A, one peak appeared at a molecular
weight �160kDa. Bio-Rad’s gel filtration standard is used in the
same buffer to estimate the molecular weight and size. As a con-
trol, the hNup85–hSeh1L binary complex appeared at a molecular
weight of roughly �110kDa (Fig. 2B). The gel filtration assay indi-
cated the formation of hNup43–hNup85–hSeh1L ternary complex
in a molecular ratio of 1:1:1.

In addition, we also used isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
to test if hNup37 or hNup133 binds to hNup43 and found neither
of them interacts with hNup43 directly (Fig. 2C and D). Overall, our
in vitro binding data is well consistent with the cryo-EM structure
of the hNup107 complex and further confirmed the direct interac-
tion between hNup43 and hNup85–hSeh1L.

To date, many WD40 protein complexes were solved with
ligand bound to the top or bottom surface of the WD40 repeats.
We compared the structure of hNup43 with other solved WD40
proteins of the Nup107 subcomplex, such as yeast Nup37–
Nup120 (4GQ2), yeast Sec13–Nup145C complex (3JRP), yeast
Nup85–Seh1complex (3EWE) and human Nup133 (1XKS) (Fig. 3).
hNup43, Nup37 and hNup133 all contain seven WD40 repeats
(Fig. 3A, D and E), whereas Seh1 and Sec13 contains six WD40
repeats (Fig. 3B and C). In Fig. 3B and C, the beta strands of
Nup85 and Nup145C are inserted into the six-bladed propellers
of Seh1 and Sec13, respectively, as the seventh blade. In Fig. 3D,
Nup37 mainly contacts Nup120 through its top surface, the inser-
tion fragments on one side also contribute to the interaction. In
contrast, hNup43 interacts with hNup85 via the bottom of the
WD40 repeats in the cryo-EM structure of the Nup107 [21].

Nup43 exists in various species, which prompts us to analyze
the sequence conservation between them [27]. As shown in
Fig. S1, the WD40 repeats of Nup43 are highly conserved in other
eukaryotic organisms. We showed the surface representation of
conservation in three perspectives according to the sequence align-
ment (Fig. S2). In the cryo-EM structure, hNup43 interacts with
hNup85 via its bottom surface. Since the conserved residues dis-
tributed extensively at the bottom surface, it is difficult to map
exactly the binding site and we could not exclude the possibility
that hNup85–hSeh1L may bind to hNup43 via an extensive surface
at the bottom.

At the bottom of the hNup43 WD40 repeats, there are one long
loop (resi 291–340) between b6C and b6D. Most of the loop resi-
dues are invisible and the length of the loop varies among Nup43
orthologs. In contrast, another loop between b1A and b1B (resi
19–30), exhibits an ordered conformation in the crystal structure.
It is solvent accessible and protrudes at the bottom surface which
might allow it to contact the helix region of hNup85, as implied by
the cryo-EM structure of Nup107 complex (Fig. 1B and D).

In contrast to the bottom surface, conserved residues at the top
surface are more convergent. In 2012, Wu et al. performed a
detailed bioinformatics analysis on known WD40-repeat contain-
ing structures, predicting the potential ligand binding residues on
the top face of WD40 repeats [28]. Accordingly, we analyzed the
b-bulge formed in each WD40 repeat. As shown in Fig. 4A, Gly35
formed three backbone hydrogen bonds with Ser14 and Lys15 in
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure of hNup43. (A) Top and (B) bottom view of hNup43 shown in blue cartoon. (C) Top and (D) bottom view of the electrostatic surface of hNup43.
Missing loop regions are shown as dashed dotted lines.
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the first WD40 repeat. Next we identified residues at R1, R1-2 or
D-1 positions of each WD40 repeat, excluding buried residues.
Taken together with the sequence conservation, we identified a
cluster of residues in WD1, WD6 and WD7 as the potential binding
patches, which are also consistent with the conserved residues
shown in (Figs. S2 and 4B). However, we could not exclude the pos-
sibility that Nup43 might contact other components of Nup107
subcomplex via the other surfaces.

Previous reports identified Nup proteins could interact with
nucleic acids. As shown in Fig. 1C, the electrostatic surface of
Nup43 (top view) exhibits extensive negatively charged regions.
It would be implausible for this highly negative surface of Nup43
to interact with DNA or RNA, although hNup43 may also interact
with nucleic acids via other partners in its Nup107 subcomplex.

3. Conclusion

Here we present the high resolution crystal structure of full
length Nup43, which adopted a seven bladed b-propeller fold.
We analyzed the interaction of Nup43 with other components of
the Nup107 subcomplex, hNup37, hNup133, and hNup85–hSeh1L
complex and found that Nup43 interacts with hNup85–hSeh1L,
but not hNup37 or hNup133, to form a ternary complex. Inspired
by the existing cryo-EM structure, we identified an ordered loop
at the bottom surface of hNup43 WD40 that may directly bind to
hNup85–hSeh1L. In addition, we also identified a cluster of con-
served residues on the top face of Nup43WD40 repeats that poten-
tially play an important role in recognizing unknown ligands.
Future structural investigation of Nup43 with Nup85–Seh1L would
be required to understand the molecular details.

4. Materials and methods

4.1. Protein expression and purification

The hNup43 (1–380) cDNA was subcloned into the pFBOH-lic
vector and expressed in Sf9 insect cells. 0.8 l of Sf9 cells were
infected with 8 ml of P3 recombinant baculovirus, and grown in
a 2.8 L shaker flask at 27 �C and 100 rpm with HyQ� SFX-insect
serum medium containing Gentamicin (10 lg/ml). Infected cells
were harvested when viability dropped to 80–85%, normally after
48 h. Harvested cells were washed with cold PBS buffer, and then
flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at �80 �C for purification.
Recombinant hNup43 containing an N-terminal 6�His tag was
purified on a Ni–NTA resin (Qiagen) and further purified on a
Superdex 200 gel filtration column (GE Healthcare, Tyrone, PA) in
a buffer containing 20 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl and
1 mM dithiothreitol. Purified Nup43 protein was concentrated to
15 mg/ml and stored at �80 �C before further use.

cDNAs of the full length hNup37 (1–326), hNup133 (1–1156),
hNup85 (1–656) and hSeh1L (1–360) were also subcloned into
the pFBOH-lic vector. hNup37 and hNup133 were expressed in
Sf9 insect cells separately, whereas hNup85 (1–656) and hSeh1L
(1–360) were co-infected and expressed in Sf9 insect cells to form
hNup85–hSeh1L complex. They were purified with similar
methods to those mentioned above.
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hNup37 and hNup133 were concentrated to 10 mg/ml and
15 mg/ml and stocks stored at �80 �C after purification by Super-
dex 200 gel filtration column in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris–
HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl and 1 mM DTT. hNup85–hSeh1L com-
plex were purified by gel filtration in a buffer containing 20 mM
Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 400 mM NaCl and 1 mM DTT. The peak of the het-
erodimer were harvested and mixed with hNup43 in a molecular
ratio of 1:1.5 and further purified by a Superdex 200 gel filtration
assay with the buffer containing 20 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5,
400 mM NaCl and 1 mM DTT. The peaks of the curve were col-
lected, pooled and analyzed by SDS–PAGE. The Bio-Rad protein
standards are dissolved and analyzed in the same condition to
determine the molecular weights of the hNup85–hSeh1L complex
and the hNup43–hNup85–hSeh1L complex. The yields of Nup43
and hNup85–hSeh1L heterodimer are 5 mg from 8 L of media
and 2 mg from 8 L of media, respectively.
4.2. Crystallization

Purified full length hNup43 was crystallized at 18 �C using the
sitting drop vapor diffusion method. Diffracting crystals appeared
in the crystallization buffer containing 25% PEG-3350, 0.1 M
ammonium sulfate, 0.1 M sodium HEPES, pH 7.5. The protein was
mixed with the crystallization buffer in a 1:1 ratio (1 ll protein
mixed with 1 ll crystallization buffer). Before freezing in liquid
nitrogen, the crystals were immersed into a mixture consisting of
reservoir solution plus 10% glycerol (v/v).
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4.3. Data collection, structure determination, structure refinement and
data deposition

A continuous set of 180 single-degree oscillation images was
collected at beam line 08 ID at the Canadian Light Source [29]. Data
were reduced with the program XDS [30] and scaled with POINT-
LESS/SCALA [31]. The crystal structure was solved by molecular
replacement with the program PHASER [32] and an ensemble of
FFAS03 [33]/SCWRL [34] models derived from Protein Data Bank
[35] entries 2XZM [36] (chain R), 3CFS [37], and 4AOW [38]. PHE-
NIX simulated annealing refinement with slow cooling from a
starting temperature of ‘‘10,000” was followed by ARP/WARP atom
update [39], automated model building [40] and iterations of
rebuilding with the program COOT [41], refinement with REFMAC
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[42] and geometry evaluation on the MOLPROBITY [43] server. The
final structure has been deposited into Protein Data Bank (PDB)
with accession code 4I79.

4.4. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) binding experiments

ITC measurements were performed at 25 �C with a VP-ITC micro
calorimeter (MicroCal Inc.) as described previously [44]. The exper-
iments were recorded by injecting 10 ll of hNup43 (400 lM) into a
sample cell containing 20 lM hNup37 or hNup133 in 20 mM Tris–
HCl (pH 7.5) and 150 mM NaCl. All proteins were dialyzed in the
same buffer before the binding experiments. The concentrations
of proteins were estimated with absorbance spectroscopy using
their extinction coefficients at 280 nm. A total of 13–14 injections
were performed with a spacing of 180 s and a reference power of
15 lcal/s. Binding isotherms were plotted and analyzed with Ori-
gin Software (MicroCal Inc.).
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